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CHAPTER ONE - EARLY HISTORY

1 INT.

KENNEDY AIRPORT, PAN AM TERMINAL - NIGHT

SUPER: AUTUMN, 1987

A line of PASSENGERS about to board

Amazon.com: The Family Man: Nicolas Cage, Tea Leoni, Don Cheadle, Jeremy Piven, Josef Sommer, Saul Rubinek, Mary Beth Steam Greenlight::


New scientific evidence on the tomb of Jesus – and his wife and child – will never be accepted. Religion prefers its relics, like its art, with smoke Familyman Ministries - is dedicated to remind dads of what’s most important. Cartoonist Dylan Meconis's historical fiction graphic novel webcomic, starring 18th century university theologian Luther Levy and librarian Ariana Nolte. Family Man on Vimeo

Definition of a family man in the Idioms Dictionary. a family man phrase. What does a family man expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary. Alex Landau, an African American man, was raised by his adoptive white parents to believe that skin color didn't matter. But when Alex was pulled over by A family man - Idioms by The Free Dictionary

Alex Landau, an African American man, was raised by his adoptive white parents to believe that skin color didn’t matter. But when Alex was pulled over by A family man - Idioms by The Free Dictionary